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Miracle, also known as Jumper, is a three-dimensional fiend fighting a one-dimensional villain. It's the only
verifiably true reality in a multiverse of lies, but it's the one that we live in. Career Miracle has been
terrorizing the multiverse since the 23rd Century, when he, incredibly. was born in a backwater planet of
a far-flung corner of a universe. He grew up in a utopic environment, a world of constant peace, where
miracles and goodness were more than a dream and fairy tales, and he was let go on a whim. When he
was 17, Miracle entered the local intelligence service, believing he could provide a better future for his
planet if he could learn to control his godlike abilities. After he failed spectacularly at the job, Miracle quit
and devoted his life to stopping evil on his own terms. The plan was for the multiverse to get dumber so
that he could get stronger. He felt a sense of duty to give it a chance. Miracle has gone through many
iterations of equipment, and he finally achieved his very own miracle box. Now, he plans to use it to take
over the universe. Meanwhile, a scowling, monotone alien, who calls himself "Jumper," is pursuing his own
agenda, that of taking the powers that might make his people a superpower. Weapons Miracle's most
powerful weapon of mass destruction was a bomb of energy called the Bootloader. It has been the only
tool that caused Miracle to lose his powers. With Jumper in the multiverse, most of Miracle's weapons
were unavailable. He has since adapted and re-built them. Miracle Box Miracle Box is a powerful magic
device that was created by Miracle for his own safety and later use. It can bend the forces of reality
around him at will. It is a large wooden box with a small handle. Miracle can access the device's controls
via the handle's buttons. Inside the box are weapons and armaments that Miracle has built into it. There
are also many different mirrors, magics, and other various devices that Miracle has used to assist him in
fighting evil. Current Tool Combat Armor Miracle used the Combat Armor as a first-generation advanced
battle suit that can be charged with a special energy that changes Miracle's physiology and boosts his
strength, stamina, and durability. The armor is linked to
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